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Abstract: Silicon nitride (Si3N4) etching using CF4/O2 mixed with N2 has become very popular
in 3D NAND flash structures. However, studies on Si3N4 dry etching based on optical emission
spectroscopy (OES) are lacking; in particular, no study has reported the use of OES for analyzing
N2-mixed CF4/O2 plasma. Thus, this study demonstrates an OES-based approach for analyzing
a mixed-gas plasma for etching Si3N4 thin films. The state of each single gas plasma of CF4, O2,
and N2 as well as that of mixed plasmas of heterogeneous gases CF4/O2, CF4/N2, and O2/N2 was
investigated to analyze the mixed-gas plasma. Furthermore, the amount of N2 in the CF4/O2 plasma
varied from 0 to 8 sccm. The relationship between the OES analysis results and the Si3N4 etch rate
was subsequently established using Si3N4 film etching, and the explanation was verified through a
chemical reaction modeling and surface reaction. Therefore, our study confirmed the alteration in
chemical species and quantity that occurred when N2 was added to CF4/O2 plasma and the effect of
the alteration on Si3N4 etch.

Keywords: silicon nitride; optical emission spectroscopy; etch; mixed-gas plasma; actinometry

1. Introduction

Si3N4 has been extensively used as a chemical diffusion barrier against water molecules
and Na. Furthermore, it acts as a good insulator with high thermal stability and has been
used in the fabrication of microelectronic and semiconductor devices. Si3N4 thin films
are used in various semiconductor processes as an etch stop layer and as a hard mask for
etching as well as for passivation and other functions. Si3N4 deposition technologies and
applications in semiconductor fabrication have already been comprehensively described [1].
Despite its various applications, the precise control of Si3N4-related processes is irrelevant
compared with other dielectrics such as SiO2, low-k, and high-k materials. The processes
related to dielectric films have been investigated in terms of film properties, process
uniformity, and plasma [2–6]. Because Si3N4 has been used as a charge trap layer in case of
NAND memories, the application of Si3N4 films in 3D NAND flash memory fabrication has
increased [7,8]. The anticipated etch challenges for the 3D NAND flash technology were
considered with the increasing number of 3D NAND oxide/nitride (ON) gate stacks [9].

Si3N4 etching was first investigated using CF4 and O2 gas combinations to produce
patterns in microcircuits [10,11]. The high etch rate in the hard mask strip process was studied
in the 2000s using SF6/O2/N2 gas chemistry [12]; however, NF3 replaced SF6 in the early 2010s
because SF6 was listed as having a high global warming potential [13,14]. With the development
of 3D NAND flash memory, various gas mixtures, such as NF3/O2/N2/He, CHF3/O2,
CF4/H2, and CF4/D2, have been used to satisfy the required etch profiles [15–19]. Si3N4
has traditionally been used as a selective etch mask over silicon dioxide because of its
hardness and chemical resistance to fluorinated gas species. However, the dry etching of
ON gate stacks in 3D NAND requires that the high aspect ratio ON dielectric gate stacks
be simultaneously completed in the same process chamber; the recipe control for this
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process thus becomes more challenging compared with any other conventional dry etching
process. The in situ monitoring of ON gate stack deposition was proposed as a basis to
ease the concerns of etching the multiple pairs of the two dielectric materials in the same
plasma etch chamber [20]. The use of plasma process monitoring is recommended to better
understand the changes occurring inside the plasma etching chamber and realize successful
dielectric etching such as etch depth, profile, etc. with the plasma information which can
be deduced/calculated through the plasma monitoring in 3D NAND. A frequently used
plasma monitoring method is optical emission spectroscopy (OES). Research on plasma
during the SiO2 etching process has been actively conducted, but research on plasma
during Si3N4 gate stack etching is limited because of the complications of nitrogen-related
radical species in the plasma. The results of silicon dioxide OES data analysis and etch
rate virtual metrology have been analyzed, and they are satisfactory in the field of plasma
etching [2,21]. Recently, an OES study predicted the properties of a Si3N4 layer for solar cell
applications [22]; however, this study is limited specifically to the surface chemistry and
deposition rate. Electron temperature and density have been theoretically estimated using
multiple population/depopulation models [23–25]. Although electron temperature and
density are important criteria in understanding plasma physics, spontaneously determining
the plasma state in mixed-gas plasma is difficult.

Artificial intelligence or machine learning modeling is suggested to examine the
plasma properties in the gas plasma mixture; however, they still lack the physical in-
terpretation to understand the behavior of gaseous species in the plasma. Chien et al.
demonstrated virtual metrology modeling with statistics-based and dynamics-inspired
OES data [26]; however, it is important to understand the plasma chemistry and qual-
itative/quantitative number of reactive species to further comprehend the underlying
phenomena in the plasma during Si3N4 etching. Kim et al. demonstrated an example of
how to use OES for spectroscopic analysis [27]. They discovered the cause of the differ-
ence in etch rates between NF3/Ar and F3NO/Ar plasma using OES data. However, a
spectroscopic analysis study on CF4/O2 plasma mixed with N2 for Si3N4 dry etching is
still insufficient.

Real-time and non-invasive process diagnosis technology is currently the research
focus to improve yield. Therefore, processing the diagnosis of Si3N4 dry etch for ON
stack that has not been previously studied using OES is important; this is easy to use
and install. Additionally, comparing the number of reactive species in the plasma mixed
with three gas species is necessary, which rarely existed before, to correlate the reason
and relationship with the process result. Consequently, this study proposes a method for
applying OES in the mixed-gas plasma, particularly CF4/O2 mixed with N2 under Si3N4
dry etching conditions, to support the plasma monitoring capabilities of OES regarding
plasma process diagnostics. OES data were obtained for each plasma of CF4, O2, and N2 to
define generated radicals and ions in each wavelength. Similarly, OES data from CF4/O2,
CF4/N2, and O2/N2 plasma were obtained. Finally, we investigated the effects of adding
N2 to CF4/O2 plasma. Therefore, the best peak in CF4/O2 mixed with N2 plasma was
discovered. Thus, when the N2 flow rate was increased, the amount of F radical decreased
and nitrogen reacted with radicals such as CN and NO. Furthermore, by etching under the
same experimental conditions as CF4/O2/N2 plasma, it was verified that F radicals have a
similar relationship with the Si3N4 etch rate. The chemical simulation and surface reaction
explained the reason for the F radicals trend and etch rate.

2. Experiment

Plasma was generated using an inductively coupled plasma (ICP)-type dry etcher,
developed by Plasmart Inc. (Daejeon, Korea). Figure 1 shows that the equipment comprises
a 13.56 MHz ICP source and a 12.56 MHz bias power, which was not used in this experiment,
with separated RF matching units. The chamber has a diameter of ~315 mm and a 6-inch
metal chuck in the center. The vacuum system comprises an oil rotary pump, the base
pressure of which can reach 10 mTorr, and a turbo molecular pump that holds the pressure
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below a few tens of mTorr during the gas injected vacuum condition. Process gases through
the mass flow controllers are combined before injecting them in the showerhead located
at the top of the chamber, and the process steps are controlled using programmable logic
controllers. There are two sidewall viewports in the etch system. The front side viewport
was used for operational visual inspection, whereas the side viewport was used to collect
the OES data from the plasma glow discharge during the experiment. The spectrometer
used is the SM245, by Korea Spectral Products (Seoul, Korea), which has a spectral range of
200–1050 nm and an optical resolution of ranges of <10 nm full width at half maximum.
A Si3N4 thin film deposited via low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) on a
4-inch wafer was used in the etching process. In the experiment, the wafer was sliced and
used as a coupon. A reflectometer (ST2000−DLS, KMAC Co., Daejeon, Korea) was used to
measure the thickness of Si3N4 before and after etching.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the ICP-type chamber with an RF power, vacuum, and sensing units.

Table 1 shows the process recipes. RF source power, pressure, and temperature were
set to 300 W, 5 mTorr, and room temperature, respectively, in a cleanroom environment.
Two key processes comprise the following procedure: a preliminary process to acquire and
analyze the OES data and the main process for etching Si3N4. In the preliminary process,
only the 6-inch dummy wafer was placed on the chuck, and the process was conducted. In
contrast, the coupon wafer was located on the 6-inch dummy wafer in the main process,
and the experiment was performed. The plasma emission spectra of each form of gas,
CF4, O2, or N2, with flow rates of 40 sccm, were sequentially introduced to the chamber
to generate the plasma as a basis for the OES investigation during the Si3N4 etch process.
Then, a 20-sccm gas flow of the individual gas out of two mixed gases was investigated to
understand the interaction of two gas species in terms of atomic/molecular spectroscopy.
Finally, CF4/O2/N2 were injected 40/4/0 ~8 sccm. Additionally, 4 sccm Ar was injected
for all cases to examine the radical ratios at a wavelength of 750.4 nm [28]. In the main
process, Si3N4 films were etched under the same CF4/O2/N2 conditions.
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Table 1. Process recipe of all single and mixed gas plasmas.

No.
RF Power

[W]
Pressure
[mTorr]

Gas [sccm]

CF4 O2 N2 Ar

1

300 5

40 0 0

4

2 0 40 0
3 0 0 40
4 20 20 0
5 20 0 20
6 0 20 20
7 40 4 0
8 40 4 2
9 40 4 4

10 40 4 6
11 40 4 8

The OES collects plasma glow discharge light and presents it as a spectrum. Atoms,
molecules, and ions can be observed in the mixed-gas plasma shown in Figure 2; however,
the identification of the correct gas-phase species is challenging because of the complex
glow discharge light emission mechanism of ionization, excitation, vibration, and rotation
or wavelength shifting of the spectrometer. The chemical species should be specified to
determine the precise chemical species represented by the wavelength. Thus, OES data for
a single gas plasma must be obtained first. Then, CF4/O2, CF4/N2, and O2/N2 plasma data
should be obtained to confirm the wavelength of heterogeneous compounds, such as CO,
CN, and NO. Our main objective is to discover three-no or small three-element compounds
in CF4/O2/N2 plasma, but we must examine the wavelengths of the compounds and
identify the chemical species represented by each wavelength. Table 2 summarizes the
information about the wavelength used in the Results and Discussion section.
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Figure 2. An example of OES data of atoms and molecules in SF6/O2/Ar plasma.

Chemkin-Pro was used to study the chemical species and reactions within the plasma
to explain the findings of the main process. CF4, O2, and N2 were introduced into a
modeled tubular reactor, which had a similar size to the chamber in use. The same RF
power, pressure, and flow rates of CF4, O2, and N2 were employed as that in No. 7–11 in
Table 1.
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Table 2. Information on wavelengths used in the Results and Discussion section with their original
wavelength.

Species Wavelength (nm) Shifted Wavelength (nm)

Ar 750.4 750.87

F
712.8 713.1
703.7 704.1
685.6 686.5

O
844.6 845.08
777.1 778.01

NO
259.2 259.07
247.9 247.42

N2

394.3 394.79
380.56 381.1
337.1 337.62

CN 388.43 388.92

CO

483.5 483.61
438 438.16

297.7 297.73
283 283.27

3. Results and Discussion

In the experiment preparation step, we performed a dry run as an equipment and
system check for the experiment to avoid any unexpected experimental situations, including
a dry etch chamber and OES data collection. We discovered an unexpectedly high number
of photon counts associated with CN peaks below 400 nm in the spectrum while collecting
OES data. The observation of CN peaks in CF4 plasma is unusual because no external N2 is
supplied to the chamber. We hypothesized that the chamber’s air leak caused nitrogen to
have CN-related peaks, and hence the chamber’s O-ring was replaced before initiating the
actual experimental process. Figure 3 shows the OES signal before and after replacing the
chamber’s O-ring. Figure 3a shows that the CN peak intensity was substantially higher
than that of the CFx peak. Figure 3b shows that the CN peak was significantly reduced after
the O-ring was replaced. Unfortunately, the OES data still indicated that there was some
amount of nitrogen in the chamber, and the subsequent experimental results considered an
acceptably small amount of air leak in the etch system.

Figure 4 shows CF4, O2, and N2 single-gas plasma. In the case of CF4, the CFx band
was observed at wavelengths of 240–400 nm. The fluorine (F) band was detected at 704.1 nm
instead of 703 nm, which is recommended in the NIST mass spectral library, possibly owing
to a measurement error attributed to the spectrometer calibration. An oxygen atom band (O)
at 778 and 845 nm, the N2 first positive system (FPS), N2

+ first negative system (FNS), and
N2 second positive system (SPS) were observed in the case of O2 and N2 single-gas plasmas.

Figure 5 shows the emission spectra of mixed-gas plasmas: CF4/O2, CF4/N2, and
O2/N2. Although the CF4/O2 plasma contains multiple radicals such as C, C2, COF, and
CFx, the CO band at ~250–600 nm, F bands at 704.1 and 713.1 nm and oxygen bands at
778 and 845.1 nm were the most prominent. The N2 FPS, N2 SPS, CN violet, and C2 swan
bands were observed in the case of CF4/N2 plasma. The O2/N2 plasma shows species
similar to those observed in the single-gas O2 and N2 plasmas, including NO bands in the
range of 210–290 nm.

Finally, Figure 6 shows the NO, N2, and CO bands with numerous atom species in the
case of CF4/O2/N2 plasma. The deviation in the measured wavelengths of approximately
±1 nm from the previously reported values is attributed to the inherent calibration error of
the spectrometer.
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Figure 6. The spectrum of CF4/O2/N2 plasma (a) according to N2 flow rate and (b) selected
wavelength of each species in the N2 and 8-sccm cases. We selected the wavelengths of atoms and
molecules. Representative peaks were used in the case of molecules as the OES spectrum of molecules
has band-shaped emission spectra.

The Ar actinometry method was used to analyze the chemical species. The relation-
ship of the emission light intensity of species X at a typical wavelength, λ, is expressed
as follows:

IX = CX(λ)NXne

∫ ∞

εX

σX(ε) f (ε)
√

2ε

me
dε, (1)

where CX(λ) is a quantity that depends on the response of the spectrometer and light
collection system at wavelength, λ, NX is the density of species X in the ground state, ne is
the electron density, σX(ε) is the electron excitation cross section, εX is the threshold energy
for the considered process, f (ε) is the electron energy distribution function, and me is the
mass of the electron. The choice of wavelength is crucial when applying the Ar actinometry
method. Only electron impact excitation should influence the emission wavelength, and
the cross section of excitation type A used as an actinometer and type X selected for analysis
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should follow a similar pattern [29]. Then, it can be represented as follows by dividing
both intensities using Equation (1):

NX
NA

∝
IX
IA

, (2)

where NA and IA are the density and measured intensity of the actinometer, respectively.
In this research, Ar at 750.87 nm was used as an actinometer.

Although the wavelength selection for electron impact excitation is critical, there are a
few exceptions, such as the oxygen atom’s wavelength of 844.6 nm. Because dissociative
excitation plays a significant role in producing oxygen atoms in plasma, certain studies
used the 844.6 nm wavelength rather than the renowned 777 nm wavelength [29,30].
Selecting the wavelengths for molecules with actinometry is difficult. Electron impact
excitation is important in the actinometry process, as aforementioned; many researchers
have attempted to correlate the actinometry of molecules with their density, in−cluding
N2, CO, CF, and CN [31–34]. Those researchers demonstrated similar connections although
their wavelength did not match the electron impact excitation mechanism. We selected the
CO, CN, N2, NO, O, and F peaks stated in Table 3 based on extensive investigation and
discovered peaks noted in the previous paragraph, where CF, CF2, and N wavelengths
were not selected because they were difficult to identify [30–37]. Figure 6a shows the
obtained OES spectrum with N2 gas flow rate variation, and Figure 6b shows the selected
wavelengths from 8 sccm N2, which are N2 FPS, SPS, N2

+ FNS, fluorine at 704.1 and
686.5 nm, oxygen at 778.01 and 845.08 nm, CN at 338.92 nm, CO at 438.16, 297.73, and
283.27 nm, N2 at 337.62, 381.1, and 394.79 nm, and NO at 247.42 and 259.07 nm. Table 3 lists
the wavelengths that we could identify. Figure 7a–f shows the results of Ar actinometry
with the wavelengths. Figure 7a,b shows that the number of fluorine atoms decreased,
whereas the number of oxygen atoms remained almost constant. Kim et al. [38] discovered
a comparable pattern in F concentration when N2 was delivered more than a few sccms.
Figure 7c shows that the reason why the concentration of O was maintained almost constant
is that O atoms participated to form NO radicals, and the actinometry is unreliable because
of the dissociative excitation. Figure 7d shows that the intensity of N2 increased as its flow
rate increased. CN in Figure 7e increased as the flow rate of N2 increased, as in the case
of NO and N2. Finally, Figure 7f shows that the trend for CO was either decreasing or
nearly constant. Although this contradicts Premachandran’s results, the N2 concentration
reported in that study was 1%, and the concentration of N2 used in this study was affected
by air leakage [39].

Table 3. Information on selected wavelengths used in actinometry.

Species Shifted Wavelength (nm) Transition Threshold Energy (eV)

Ar 750.87 3s23p5(2P◦1/2)4p→ 3s23p5(2P◦1/2)4s 13.5

F
704.1 2s22p4(3P)3p→ 2s22p4(3P)3s 14.7
686.5 2s22p4(3P)3p→ 2s22p4(3P)3s 14.5

O
845.08 2s22p3(4S◦)3p→ 2s22p3(4S◦)3s 11
778.01 2s22p3(4S◦)3p→ 2s22p3(4S◦)3s 10.7

NO
259.07 A2Σ+ → X2Π (0,3)

A2Σ+ → X2Π (0,2)
−

247.42 −

N2

394.79 C3Πu → B3Πg (2,5)
C3Πu → B3Πg (0,2)
C3Πu → B3Πg (0,0)

−
381.1 −
337.62 −

CN 388.92 B2Σ→ X2Σ (0,0) −

CO
483.61 B1Σ→ A1π (0,1)

b3Σ+ → a3π (0,1)
−

297.73
283.27 b3Σ+ → a3π (0,0) −
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Si3N4 etching was performed under the same experimental conditions as N2 flow rate
split cases discussed in Figure 7 to assess the effect of the change in the number of radicals
as the flow rate of N2 increased. The Si3N4 etch rate was determined using a reflectometer
to compare the thickness before and after etching. Figure 8 shows that the etch rate followed
a similar pattern to the decreasing trend of F radicals owing to the measurement.
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Furthermore, the cause for the F reduction and why the etch rate follows the same
pattern as the F decrement was then explored. Notably, the number of F decreases in
three primary situations: (1) reduction in the number of equations for the F generation,
(2) increased F consumption, and (3) reduced F production. Chemkin was used to confirm
the chemical reaction and determine which of the three factors had the most significant
influence. When the number of equations to produce F was compared between the cases
where only two species of CF4 and O2 were added and where three species added up to N2
existed concurrently, it was confirmed that when N2 was added, the number of equations
for the formation of F increased, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The reaction of F production and consumption with and without N2 addition.

N2 Ejected

Production Consumption Production Consumption

CF4 + E => CF3
+ + F + 2E F + E => F+ + 2E CF4 + E => CF3

+ + F + 2E F + E => F+ + 2E
CF4 + E => CF2

+ + 2F + 2E F + F− => F2 + E CF4 + E => CF3 + F + E F + F− => F2 + E
CF4 + E => CF+ + F2 + F + 2E F + O2

− => O2 + F− CF4 + E => 2F + CF2 + E F + F− => 2F + E
CF4 + E => CF3 + F + E F + CF3 => CF4 CF4 + E => F2 + CF + F + E F + CF3 => CF4

CF4 + E => 2F + CF2 + E F + CF2 => CF3 CF3
+ + E => CF2 + F F + CF2 => CF3

CF4 + E => F2 + CF + F + E F + CF => CF2 CF3 + E => CF2 + F + E F + COF => COF2
CF3

+ + E => CF2 + F F + COF => COF2 CF2 + E => CF + F + E
CF3 + E => CF2 + F + E CF2 + E => CF+ + F + 2E

CF3 + E => CF2
+ + F + 2E F+ + E => F

CF2 + E => CF + F + E F2 + E => F + F−

CF2 + E => CF+ + F + 2E CF3
+ + F− => 2F + CF2

CF + E => C + F + E CF+ + F− => CF + F
F+ + E => F F2 + F− => F + F2 + E

F2 + E => F + F− F+ + F− => 2F
CF3

+ + F− => 2F + CF2 CF3
+ + F− => F + CF3

CF+ + F− => CF + F F+ + C => C+ + F
F + F− => 2F + E CF+ + F− => 2F + C

F2 + F− => F + F2 + E F2 + CF2 => CF3 + F
F+ + F− => 2F F2 + CF3 => CF4 + F

F3
+ + F− => F + CF3 CF+ + E => C + F
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Table 4. Cont.

N2 Ejected

Production Consumption Production Consumption

F+ + C => C+ + F O + F− => F + O + E
CF+ + F− => 2F + C F+ + O => O+ + F
F2 + CF2 => CF3 + F FO + O => O2 + F
F2 + CF3 => CF4 + F O + CF2 => COF + F

CF+ + E => C + F O + CF2 => 2F + CO
O2

+ + CF4 => CF3
+ + O2 + F O + CF3 => COF2 + F

O + F− => F + O + E O + COF => CO2 + F
F+ + O => O+ + F O* + CF3 => COF2 + F

F+ + O2 => O2
+ + F O* + CF2 => COF + F

FO + O => O2 + F O* + CF2 => 2F + CO
O + CF => CO + F O* + COF => CO2 + F

O + CF2 => COF + F O* + FO => O2 + F
O + CF2 => 2F + CO COF + E => CO + F + E
O + CF3 => COF2 + F C+ + F− => F + C
O + COF => CO2 + F CF2

+ + F− => F + CF2
O* + CF => CO + F O2

+ + CF4 => CF3
+ + O2 + F

O* + CF3 => COF2 + F F+ + O2 => O2
+ + F

O* + CF2 => COF + F CF3 + E => CF2
+ + F + 2E

O* + CF2 => 2F + CO
O* + COF => CO2 + F

O* + FO => O2 + F
COF + E => CO + F + E

CF + N => CN + F
CF2 + N => 2F + CN

CF3 + N => F2 + CN + F
N+ + F− => F + N

N2
+ + F− => F + N2

C+ + F− => F + C
CF2

+ + F− => F + CF2

In Figure 9, there was a minor difference in F consumption, but it was not significant.
Therefore, it was proven that the amount of F reduction itself had the most significant
impact. Combining the earlier OES data with this simulation result showed that, immedi-
ately after N2 was introduced, CF4 did not decompose into F but changed into a different
chemical, such as a compound bound to N.
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Table 5 describes the cause for the reduction in etch rate confirmed by the data thus
far and the surface reaction mechanism. Si3N4 etching can be categorized into two parts as
follows: Si atom and N atom etchings. First, in the Si atom etch mechanism, the surface is
fluorinated by the F radicals created from the breakdown of CF4, and then four F atoms
react with Si to form SiF4. Second, N atoms or NO molecules produced by the breakdown
or combination of N2 and N2 + O2 react with N atoms on the surface to evaporate as N2 or
N2O in the N atom etch process. Therefore, it is possible to deduce that the reduction in
the etch rate is due to the Si etch mechanism among Si3N4 becoming inactive due to the
F decrease.

Table 5. Surface reaction mechanism in Si3N4 etching.

Reaction Comment

F + SiN(s)→ SiNF(s) Fluorination
F + SiNF(s)→ SiNF2(s) Fluorination
F + SiNF2(s)→ SiNF3(s) Fluorination

F + SiNF3(s)→ SiF4 + N(s) Fluorination and Desorption
NO + N(s)→ N2O + SiN(s) Removal of Nitride Sites

N + N(s)→ N2 + SiN(s) Removal of Nitride Sites
NO + N(s)→ N2 + O(s) Oxidation of Nitride Sites

NO + O(s)→ NO2 + SiN(s) Removal of Oxidized Sites
O + O(s)→ O2 + SiN(s) Removal of Oxidized Sites

O(s) + O(s)→ O2 + SiN(s) Removal of Oxidized Sites

4. Conclusions

In this study, the OES analysis method of CF4/O2 mixed with N2 plasma and plasma
reaction as a function of N2 flow rate change was investigated. The OES data of individual
gases and the mixed plasma of the two gases are first investigated because of the limitation
that the OES wavelength shift and the emission wavelengths of numerous atoms, ions, and
molecules in the mixed-gas plasma appear at nearly identical places. Then, radical species
were defined in CF4/O2 mixed with N2 plasma, which was our main goal. Additionally,
the relative ratio of radicals was validated by actinometry using peaks previously identified
as useful in prior investigations and previously selected peaks. F and CO decreased as
the flow rate of N2 increased, indicating that more compounds were binding to N. The
production rate of F reduced as the flow rate of N2 increased, which is the cause of the
reduced quantity of F. Furthermore, the etch rate was reduced because F was required to
etch Si in Si3N4. We could successfully demonstrate how to analyze OES when CF4/O2 is
mixed with N2 and confirm the reaction based on the change in N2 flow rate using these
results. The effects of N2 addition also revealed the Si3N4 etch and chemical simulation.
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